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This poster presents a novel algorithm for 
the continuous control of dynamical 
systems that combines Trajectory 
Optimization (TO) and Reinforcement 
Learning (RL) in a single framework. The 
motivations behind this algorithm are the 
two main limitations of TO and RL when 
applied to continuous systems to minimize 
a non-convex cost function. 
Specifically, TO can get stuck in poor local 
minima when the search is not initialized 
close to a “good” minimum. On the other 
hand, when dealing with continuous state 
and control spaces, the RL training process 
may be excessively long and strongly 
dependent on the exploration strategy 
adopted and its sample efficiency. Thus, 
our algorithm aims to learn a “good” 
control policy via RL policy search 
guided by TO, that, when used as initial 
guess provider for TO, makes the 
trajectory optimization process less prone 
to converge to poor local optima.

Abstract

Algorithm

Results

● Actor and Critic approximated by Deep Neural Networks (DNN)

● Critic updated to match the computed cost-to-go

● Actor updated by following the Critic’s gradient

● Trajectory Optimization problem warm-started with Actor’s policy rollout

● State-action space explored by performing TO control trajectories 

Schematic

● Tested on four systems: 2D point with single integrator dynamics, 
2D point with double integrator dynamics, Dubins car, 3-DoF planar 
manipulator 

● Task: find the shortest path to a 
target point while ensuring low 
control effort and avoiding an 
obstacle
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Cost Function
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● In all our tests, using rollouts of the 
policy learned by CACTO 
outperforms standard warm-starting 
techniques, such as randomizing the 
initial guess or choosing the initial 
conditions (ICS), in terms of cost

● Considering a discrete-space version 
of CACTO using look-up tables 
instead of DNN, we proved that the 
policy can only improve as the 
algorithm proceeds

● Besides being used as initial guess 
provider for TO, it can also be used 
as a model- based deep RL algorithm 
to find directly the control policy

● Application to higher dimensional 
systems and different context

● Training acceleration through the 
implementation of Sobolev Learning

● Extension to Co-Design by including 
also HW optimization 

Conclusion
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